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AbstratWe onsider a problem whih is part of the proess of determin-ing the three-dimensional struture of a protein moleule using X-rayrystallography: given an estimated map of the eletron density of themoleule as a funtion on three-dimensional spae, we identify regionswhih are likely to belong to �-helies. Our approah is to omputea new kind of skeleton - the power shape - and then identify the heli-al substrutures within the power shape with a variant of geometrihashing.1 IntrodutionX-ray rystallography is one of the main tehniques for determining three-dimensional protein struture. Experimental di�ration data provides theamplitudes of some of the Fourier oeÆients of a three-dimensional mapof eletron density in a rystal of the protein. The phases of the FourieroeÆients are estimated using a variety of experimental and omputationaltehniques. When there is high-resolution di�ration data and the phases arewell-estimated, individual atoms are visible in the eletron density map anddetermining the three-dimensional struture is easy. Often, however, only anoisy low-resolution map is available.y Computer Sienes Dept., Austin, TX 78712, USA. Fax: 512-471-8885. Sup-ported by NSF/CCR-9731977 and an Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Researh Fellowship.amenta�s.utexas.edu 1



At this point, a hemist will spend days or weeks at a omputer graphis ter-minal, manually aligning a stik-�gure moleular model ontaining thousandsof atoms to the density map. Most of the really time onsuming, diÆult butdeipherable, maps are at between 3 and 4 �Aresolution. Finding seondarystrutures, espeially the �-helies, is one of the �rst steps a human experttakes when aligning the model with the map, and hene it is one of the �rststeps we should attempt to automate.Our work: Given a density map represented by a three-dimensional gridof funtion values as input, we ompute an isosurfae. We then ompute askeletal representation of the solid bounded by the isosurfae, known as thepower shape, omposed of triangles. For eah triangle in the power shape,we examine a set S 0 of nearby power shape verties and �nd the helix thatbest agrees with S 0 by geometri hashing. If there is suÆient agreement, wereport the points as part of a helix. Sine there is a diret mapping betweenthe power shape and the isosurfae, this orresponds to labeling a setion ofisosurfae as belonging to a helix, as in Figure 1.We have tested the method suessfully on two density maps, one at 3.0Angstroms and the other at 3.5 Angstroms. At these resolutions �{heliesare visible as twisted shapes in the isosurfae. See Figure 1.Importane of the problem: There are at least three ways in whihautomatially loating �-helies an be useful. First, it an be used as adomain-spei� visualization tool. Highlighting helial portions of the iso-surfae an make things easier for the hemist during manual model building.Seond, �nding helies is used as part of a density map re�nement algorithm.Information about the three-dimensional struture of the moleule is used toimprove the estimated phases, thus improving the quality of the map itself.Often reonstrution is an iterative proess in whih model building alter-nates with phase improvement. This would be most useful for noisier, lowerresolutions maps than those we have onsidered so far, but our tehniquemight be appliable. Finally, it might be possible to ombine automatigeometri interpretation of the density map with AI methods for predit-ing seondary struture from sequene data to automatially form tentativemathes of portions of sequene data to the map.2 Related workThere is an exellent existing tool for �nding strutural fragments suh as �{helies in eletron density maps. The most reent version of Kevin Cowtan'sfffear program [19℄ an �nd helies in very low quality low resolution maps(6-8 Angstroms, larger than a single turn of a helix). It searhes a disreteset of possible orientations of the fragment. For eah orientation, it onvolvesthe map with a �lter resembling the fragment, by multipliation in the fre-queny domain. This is quite eÆient, and independent of the fragment size.It takes advantage of the fat that the frequeny domain representation is2


